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Depolarizing channel

• In long fibers the output polarization of a photon is completely 

random 

• Random unitary rotation of a qubit:



Collectively depolarizing channel

• N qubit depolarizing channel, where each qubit experience the same 

disturbance

• The model applies e.g. to:

- photons transmitted through a long fiber

- spins ½  being sent through a slowly varying magnetic field

- communication in the absence of reference frames



Stucture of the output state

• Irreducible subspaces under the action of :

•Faithfully transmitted states – allow for noiseless classical and 

quantum communication



What happens if noise is not 

perfectly correlated?



Imperfectly correlated noise model

• The action described via a stationary Markov process

What is the natural choice for conditional 

probability? 

• Consecutive qubits  experience slightly different rotations



Diffusion on the SU(2) group

• Solution, with the initial condition: 

• Isotropic diffusion on SU(2) 

• Conditional probability



Action of the channel

• Probability distribution for unitaries

• The channel action



Example: Three  qubit channel

•We have a qutrit channel, with no coherence between                   subspace 

and 

• Structure of a three qubit twirled state

• If correlations of noise were perfect (no diffusion), the channel would 

allow for                    bits  of classical communication and 1 qubit of quantum 

communication 



Action of the channel

• Input states can be restricted to have the twirled structure, so the 

channel action can be described as

• Output states have a twirled structure (                   commute)

• Using properties of rotation matrices                        , it is possible to 

derive analytical expression for the action of the channel



Example: Two qubit channel

• The output state

• Structure  of a two qubit twirled state (Werner state)



Fidelity of transmitting a qubit



Fidelity of transmitting a qubit

• Transmitting a qubit



Classical capacity

• How many classical bits can be transmitted using 3 qubit states as 

letters

• States achieving optimal capacity 



Classical capacity

• States achieving optimal capacity 

• Optimal capacity



Classical capacity

• Optimal orthogonal states 

• Optimal capacity



Classical capacity

• Worst orthogonal states 

• Optimal capacity



Coherent information

• To assess the quality of quantum information transmission, one 

can calculate the coherent information



Summary
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• Introduction of a natural model of an N qubit channel with imperfectly 

correlated random unitary rotations acting on consecutive qubits 

• Detailed analysis of the case N=3

– fidelity of the channel

– optimal classical capacity, and corresponding states

– orthogonal states that provide almost optimal classical capacity 

even for non perfect noise correlations

– threshold of diffusion strength above which coherent information 

vanishes

• Derivation of an analytic formula for the action of the channel on an 

arbitrary input state

• Future work:

– develop a perturbative approach for weak dffusion for large number 

of qubits, find optimal capacities and corresponding states

– analyse within this framework ‘‘estimate and correct‘‘ startegy for 

sending information


